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 1. Introduction 
 Thermoelectric materials hold promise as 
environmentally friendly heat-to-electric 
power generators, but are limited by low 
effi ciencies. The effi ciencies of thermoelec-
tric materials are related to the thermoelec-
tric fi gure of merit (ZT). For conventional 
bulk thermoelectric materials, such as 
Bi 2 Te 3 , PbTe, and SiGe, values of ZT 
have been limited to approximately 1. [ 1–5 ] 
Recently, research toward increasing the 
ZT of thermoelectric materials has suc-
ceeded using the concept of nanostruc-
turing. By incorporating nanostructures, 
the lattice thermal conductivity ( κ lat ) may 
be signifi cantly reduced through phonon 
scattering, preferably without a signifi cant 
reduction in carrier mobility, resulting 
in enhanced ZT. [ 1 , 4 ] Reductions in lattice 
thermal conductivity have been observed 
in high-ZT thin-fi lm materials, [ 6,7 ] nano-
materials, [ 8,9 ] and nanostructured bulk 
materials. [ 10 ] In particular, nanostructured 
bulk materials hold promise because their 
apparent ease in scalability and synthesis 
makes them immediately attractive for 
commercial fabrication of thermoelectric 
devices in the very near future. 
Analysis of Phase Separation in High Performance 
PbTe–PbS Thermoelectric Materials
 Phase immiscibility in PbTe–based thermoelectric materials is an effective 
means of top-down synthesis of nanostructured composites exhibiting low 
lattice thermal conductivities. PbTe 1− x  S  x  thermoelectric materials can be 
synthesized as metastable solid solution alloys through rapid quenching. 
Subsequent post-annealing induces phase separation at the nanometer scale, 
producing nanostructures that increase phonon scattering and reduce lattice 
thermal conductivity. However, there has yet to be any study investigating in 
detail the local chemical structure of both the solid solution and nanostruc-
tured variants of this material system. Herein, quenched and annealed (i.e., 
solid solution and phase-separated) samples of PbTe–PbS are analyzed by in 
situ high-resolution synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction, solid-state  125 Te 
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and infrared (IR) spectroscopy analysis. 
For high concentrations of PbS in PbTe, e.g.,  x  > 16%, NMR and IR analyses 
reveal that rapidly quenched samples exhibit incipient phase separation that 
is not detected by state-of-the-art synchrotron X-ray diffraction, providing 
an example of a PbTe thermoelectric “alloy” that is in fact phase inhomoge-
neous. Thermally-induced PbS phase separation in PbTe–PbS occurs close 
to 200  ° C for all compositions studied, and the solubility of the PbS phase in 
PbTe at elevated temperatures  > 500  ° C is reported. The fi ndings of this study 
suggest that there may be a large number of thermoelectric alloy systems that 
are phase inhomogeneous or nanostructured despite adherence to Vegard’s 
Law of alloys, highlighting the importance of careful chemical characteriza-
tion to differentiate between thermoelectric alloys and composites. 
 DOI: 10.1002/adfm.201201944 
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thermodynamically unstable and should spontaneously decom-
pose into a two-phase mixture regardless of thermal treatment. 
 To date, there has yet to be a systematic study addressing 
the thermodynamic and kinetic phase interactions within the 
pseudo-binary PbTe–PbS system. Ideally, a fi rm understanding 
 Recent attempts to control the formation of nanostructures 
in bulk thermoelectric materials involve a microstructure 
engineering approach whereby phase-separation processes 
are manipulated to generate a nanoscale second phase that is 
embedded within the parent thermoelectric material. This has 
been demonstrated in PbTe and GeTe systems using a variety 
of approaches, including precipitation, [ 11–13 ] nucleation and 
growth and spinodal decomposition, [ 14–16 ] eutectic, [ 17–20 ] and 
matrix encapsulation methods. [ 21,22 ] In each of these examples, 
the parent “matrix” material and second minor phase must be 
judiciously chosen considering phase stability and compatibility 
in thermoelectric properties. Many of these systems utilize nat-
ural phase separation and precise thermal treatment to selec-
tively cause the minor phase to precipitate as nanostructures 
 < 100 nm. Some systems, such as those exhibiting reversible 
phase-separation phenomena, [ 14–16 ] are especially interesting 
because the nucleation and coarsening of minor phases may be 
systematically controlled by thermal treatment. 
 We recently showed that the PbTe 1− x  S  x  (alternatively, PbTe–
PbS x%) thermoelectric materials system may be thermally 
manipulated to selectively create solid-solution and nanos-
tructured analogues. [ 23 ] From these studies, it was found that 
the reduction in lattice thermal conductivity was more pro-
nounced in the nanostructured samples compared with the 
solid solutions, resulting in enhanced ZT. This system is one 
of the highest performing thermoelectric materials to date, with 
values of ZT from 1.5 to 1.8 at 700–800 K. [ 24 ] These large values 
of ZT are caused either directly or in part by low lattice thermal 
conductivity, produced by phonon scattering at the interfaces of 
coherent PbS nanostructures embedded within the PbTe matrix. 
We have previously shown that solid solutions of PbTe–PbS 8% 
measured from room temperature to 700 K exhibit nanoscale 
phase separation and a signifi cant reduction in lattice thermal 
conductivity. [ 23 ] The PbTe–PbS system exhibits a miscibility gap 
where thermodynamic phase separation will occur by metast-
able nucleation and growth or unstable spinodal decomposition 
processes; see  Figure  1 a. [ 25–29 ] Nucleation and growth and spin-
odal decomposition phase transformations occur because of the 
distinct curvature in the Gibbs free energy (G) curve for a given 
isotherm over the composition range x as the material trans-
forms to reduce the overall free energy of the system. [ 30 ] 
 In the nucleation and growth region, normally at the outer 
extremes of the composition range, the free energy curve 
has positive curvature (i.e., opens “upward” like the letter u) 
expressed as ∂ 2 G/∂x 2  > 0. This means small variations in com-
position in this range lead to an increase in free energy. Rapidly 
cooled solid solutions are thermodynamically metastable, and 
the free energy can only be decreased if nuclei with a drastically 
different composition are generated, typically by thermal treat-
ment. Once nuclei are formed, “down-hill” diffusion causes 
particle coarsening through the desaturation of atoms of the 
minor phase in the surrounding matrix. Conversely, spinodal 
decomposition occurs toward the inner part of the composi-
tion range, where the free energy curve has negative curvature 
(i.e., opens “downward” like the letter n) expressed as ∂ 2 G/∂x 2 
 < 0. Because small changes in composition reduce the free 
energy, the material will immediately form minute composi-
tional fl uctuations that will coarsen through an ‘uphill’ diffu-
sion process. This means that rapidly cooled solid solutions are 
 Figure  1 .  a) Experimentally derived PbTe–PbS phase diagram, adapted 
with permission. [ 29 ] b) High-resolution PXRD of quenched PbTe (bottom), 
PbTe–PbS 8% (middle), and PbTe–PbS 30% (top). The inset shows the 
contraction of the PbTe lattice for the (200) Bragg refl ection moving 
from quenched PbTe (leftmost peak), PbTe–PbS 8% (middle peak), and 
PbTe–PbS 30% (rightmost peak). Rapidly quenched samples of PbTe–PbS 
create a single-phase cubic phase (space group Fm3m) with a homoge-
neous distribution of S and Te at the cationic sites of the crystal lattice. 
c) Lattice parameters of samples from b) showing nearly ideal solid-solu-
tion alloying of quenched PbTe–PbS 8% (open circle) and PbTe–PbS 30% 
(open triangle). 
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powder X-ray diffraction of rapidly cooled PbTe–PbS 8 and 
30% are shown in Figure  1 b. The lattice parameter (d-spacing) 
of the PbTe matrix monotonically decreases with increasing 
PbS incorporation, and the samples obey Vegard’s law 
(Figure  1 c). 
 The microstructure examined by scanning electron micro-
scopy (SEM) of as-quenched samples of undoped PbTe–8% 
PbS and 30% PbS does not exhibit any large PbS precipitates. 
Once annealed at 500  ° C for 72 h, the samples undergo clear 
PbS phase separation. The PbTe–PbS 8% sample shows mostly 
spherical precipitates with an average diameter of 100 nm 
( Figure  2 a). As a result of the nucleation and growth phase 
transformation, mostly spherical particles are observed. Con-
versely, the PbTe–PbS 30% sample exhibits a labyrinthine net-
work structure of interconnected PbS-rich regions (Figure  2 b). 
The slight compositional fl uctuations that coarsen with time as 
a result of spinodal decomposition result in interconnected rod-
like lamellar structures. The average width of the PbS precipi-
tates is  ≈ 100 nm and they can extend microns in length. Energy 
dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) verifi ed the presence of 
the PbS phase in the annealed samples. However, elemental 
analysis by EDS was unsuccessful for the solid solution sam-
ples because of the close overlap in the M and K lines of Pb 
and S, respectively. We did not include any transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) in this study, as it has been reported in 
detail previously. [ 23 , 34 ] 
 In order to better understand the onset of nanostructure gen-
eration, the solid-solution PbTe–PbS 8 and 30% samples were 
initially analyzed by synchrotron high-resolution PXRD using 
a high-temperature blower heating at 5  ° C/min. The results are 
shown in  Figure  3 . For the PbTe–PbS 8% sample, PbS refl ec-
tions become visible above 250  ° C (Figure  3 a). The region of 
immiscibility is roughly in the range of 200 to 500  ° C. The 
temperature of dissolution of PbS at approximately 500  ° C is 
in close agreement with the phase diagram published by Leute, 
reproduced in Figure  1 a. [ 29 ] For the PbTe–PbS 30% sample, a 
signifi cant precipitation of PbS is observed between 250 and 
700  ° C (Figure  3 c). Additionally, above  ≈ 550  ° C the movement 
of the sample from the spinodal to the nucleation and growth 
region (see Figure  1 a) results in increased dissolution of S into 
of the temperatures of nanoparticle nuclea-
tion may enable the engineering of the size 
and relative dispersion of PbS nanoparticles 
within PbTe, and correspondingly tune the 
thermoelectric properties. Recently, Ikeda 
et al. [ 31,32 ] and Gorsse et al. [ 15 ] have reported 
systematic annealing studies for PbTe-based 
materials, wherein the coarsening of micro-
structures may be controlled by thermal 
treatment. However, for such phase immis-
cible systems the nanostructured phase will 
also dissolve in the matrix at suffi ciently high 
temperatures. The exact temperatures where 
this occurs should be determined in order 
to take full advantage of nanostructures to 
reduce lattice thermal conductivity. 
 In this paper, we investigate the chemical 
phase stability in the PbTe–PbS thermoelec-
tric system using a variety of spectroscopic 
and physiochemical analyses to understand the formation of 
nanostructures. It has already been demonstrated that phase-
separated nanodomains in PbTe–PbS produce low values of lat-
tice thermal conductivity. [ 16 , 23,24 ] Herein, we analyze quenched 
and annealed (i.e., solid solution and phase-separated) samples 
of PbTe–PbS by in situ high-resolution synchrotron powder 
X-ray diffraction (PXRD), solid-state  125 Te nuclear magnetic res-
onance (NMR), and infrared (IR) spectroscopy analysis. For high 
concentrations of PbS in PbTe ( > 16%), we show that rapidly 
quenched samples exhibit incipient phase separation, despite 
adherence to Vegard’s law of alloys as determined by X-ray dif-
fraction, providing another example of a seemingly PbTe ther-
moelectric “alloy” that is in fact phase inhomogeneous. [ 33 ] We 
show that thermally-induced PbS phase separation in PbTe–
PbS occurs close to 200  ° C and report the solubility of PbS in 
PbTe at elevated temperatures  > 500  ° C. Many reports within the 
fi eld of thermoelectrics and beyond have evidenced solid solu-
tions by adherence to Vegard’s law and simple X-ray characteri-
zation; this work emphasizes the importance of careful chem-
ical and microstructural characterization that is paramount in 
adequately describing the differences between thermoelectric 
materials asserted to be either alloyed or nanostructured. 
 2. Results and Discussion 
 2.1. High-Resolution PXRD of PbTe–PbS 
 We initially needed to verify that PbTe–PbS materials could 
successfully generate genuine solid-solution alloys upon 
rapid quenching directly from the melt. We specifi cally chose 
the PbTe–PbS 8 and 30% compositions for several reasons: 
1) both exhibit low lattice thermal conductivity, presumably 
from nanostructuring; [ 16 ] 2) they phase separate by differing 
processes (nucleation and growth and spinodal decomposi-
tion, respectively); 3) both compositions have been extensively 
studied in our research group; [ 23 , 34 ] and 4) given limited beam 
time at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), we preferentially 
chose to closely study these compositions. High-resolution 
 Figure  2 .  Microstructure of phase-separated (annealed) PbTe–PbS of different compositions: 
a) 8% and b) 30%. The 30% composition phase separates by spinodal decomposition, pro-
ducing an interconnected labrythine network of PbS (dark regions) throughout the PbTe matrix, 
while nucleation and growth in the 8% composition produces spherical nuclei of PbS (dark 
regions) within the PbTe matrix. 
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PbTe and Te into PbS, contracting the PbTe and expanding the 
PbS lattices, in agreement with the lever rule. We show that 
PbTe–PbS behaves ideally, and that we may selectively generate 
solid-solution alloys and phase-separated samples depending 
on thermal treatment. 
 In order to more precisely determine the temperature of 
phase separation for PbTe–PbS 8 and 30%, we performed selec-
tive annealing studies of the samples around the lower temper-
ature of immiscibility. For PbTe–PbS 8%, we heated in fi ve 25 ° 
steps from 150–250  ° C, while for PbTe–PbS 30%, we heated in 
six 25  ° C steps from 100–225  ° C (Figure  3 b,d). At each tempera-
ture step, the sample was held for two hours while repeated dif-
fraction scans were collected. We then analyzed the diffraction 
patterns by Rietveld refi nements, to accurately determine the 
effect of the annealing temperatures without thermal expansion 
of the lattice or thermal smear. For PbTe–PbS 8%, we indexed 
only major peaks of PbTe because the PbS peaks were too small 
to accurately refi ne. The PbTe matrix shows monotonic thermal 
expansion of the lattice for the fi rst two annealing steps without 
any change in lattice parameter over time (Figure  3 b). At the 
200  ° C annealing step, a slight but perceptible increase of the 
lattice parameter is observed over time. This shows that precipi-
tation of PbS in PbTe–PbS 8% solid-solution alloys is initiated 
between 175 and 200  ° C, in close agreement with our previous 
in situ properties measurements. [ 23 ] At higher temperatures, 
the lattice parameter increases more rapidly as a consequence 
of enhanced PbS dissolution within the PbTe matrix at elevated 
temperatures. For PbTe–PbS 30%, the precipitation of distinct 
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 Figure  3 .  High temperature phase stability of PbTe–PbS. a) In situ high-temperature PXRD of PbTe–PbS 8% solid-solution alloys. The precipitation of 
PbS is evidenced by the appearance of PbS (111), (200), and (220) refl ections between 200 and 500  ° C. At temperatures  > 500 ° C, the PbS redissolves 
into the PbTe matrix, re-forming a solid solution. b) In situ high-temperature PXRD of PbTe–PbS 30% solid-solution alloys. The precipitation of PbS 
is evidenced as in Figure  4 . The higher PbS concentration produces a region of immiscibility between 250 and 750  ° C. At temperatures  > 750  ° C, the 
PbS redissolves into the PbTe matrix, re-forming a solid solution. c) Rietveld refi nements of lattice parameters for annealing studies of PbTe matrix in 
PbTe–PbS 8%, and d) PbS 1− x  Te  x  solid solution, PbTe, and PbS phases in PbTe–PbS 30%. Each sample was heated for two hours at the temperatures 
indicated. For both samples, signifi cant PbS precipitation is initiated at temperatures at and above 200  ° C; in (c) this is evidenced by a slight increase in 
the third annealing step, and in (d) this is evidenced by the sudden appearance of PbS and PbTe refl ections. The slight increase in PbS lattice parameter 
at the onset of precipitation is an artifact of poor refi nement caused by the minute PbS peak generated at the onset of precipitation. 
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a given tellurium that produce signifi cant chemical shifts. An 
analysis in that light (see inset in Figure  4 ) shows that there 
are 6 second neighbors along two collinear bonds (fi lled black 
circles), and 12 with the two bonds at a right angle (fi lled gray 
circles), in the NaCl crystal structure. We interpret our data as 
showing that sulfur has strong effects on the  125 Te chemical 
shift only in the former  N  = 6 sites. Figure  4 b shows bar graphs 
PbS and PbTe phases is detected almost 
immediately after 200  ° C has been reached 
(Figure  3 d). For both samples, the kinetic bar-
riers to signifi cant phase separation appear to 
be overcome at temperatures close to 200  ° C. 
In future studies, this information may 
be utilized to create systematically size-
controlled nanostructures by limiting the coar-
sening of the particles following nucleation. 
 2.2.  125 Te NMR of Solid-Solution PbTe–PbS 
 In order to gain a deeper understanding of 
the chemical structure of quenched and of 
annealed PbTe–PbS materials, we conducted 
 125 Te NMR to determine the local structure 
of the PbTe-rich matrix. [ 35–39 ] We synthesized 
PbTe–PbS 4, 8, 16, 30, and 50% samples that 
had been quenched to generate solid-solution 
alloys, and then annealed to phase separate. 
 Figure  4 shows the  125 Te NMR spectra of 
the solid-solution materials. At low sulfur 
concentrations, the major peak is observed 
near  − 1850 ppm, close to the resonance 
position of PbTe, [ 35 ] as expected. Addition-
ally, there are smaller peaks just to the right 
of the main signal that successively grow in 
intensity with increasing PbS concentration, 
 x . These must be attributed to sulfur atoms 
producing a chemical shift at a nearby  125 Te 
nucleus, with an increment of approximately 
 − 140 ppm per sulfur. They cannot be due to 
different Knight shifts (resulting from dif-
ferent charge carrier concentrations), since 
the T 1 relaxation times of all the signals are 
similar; a change in Knight shift by  − 140 ppm 
in PbTe corresponds to a change in T 1 relaxa-
tion time by orders of magnitude. [ 35–37 ] Fur-
thermore, a peak position of  − 2000 ppm in 
PbTe due to Knight shift would indicate 
p-type doping, [ 36 ] while the present samples 
are n-type semiconductors. 
 In the NaCl structure of PbTe–PbS, each 
tellurium has 18 second neighbor sites on 
the Te sublattice that can be occupied by S, 
see the inset in Figure  4 . The probability of 
exactly  n sulfur neighbors out of  N total is 
given by a binomial formula, [ 39 ] 
Px,N (n) = xn (1 − x)N−n N
)
n  (1) 
 However, the bar graphs produced based 
on this formula with  N  = 18, see Figure  4 a, do not provide 
good fi ts to the measured spectra. For instance, at small  x , the 
fraction of Te with a S neighbor is P  x  ,18 (1)  = 18 x (1– x ) 17 . For 
 x  = 0.04, this predicts P  x  ,18 (1)  = 0.36, while the area fraction 
under the corresponding peak is only 0.2. 
 On the other hand, the NMR spectra are easy to explain if 
there are only up to  N  = 6 (rather than 18) sulfur neighbors of 
 Figure  4 .  a,b)  125 Te NMR spectra of quenched PbTe 1− x  S  x  for  x  = 0.04, 0.08, 0.16, 0.3, and 0.5. 
While the total area decreases with decreasing tellurium fraction, proportional to (1– x ), in the 
fi gure the spectra have been scaled to equal area for clarity. a) Spectra with overlaid bar graphs 
for up to N  = 18 sulfur neighbors producing chemical shifts of –140 ppm. b) Same as (a) but 
with bar graphs for N  = 6. Better fi ts for  x  = 0.3 and 0.5 based on a spinodal-decomposition 
model are shown in Figure  5 . First-order spinning sidebands included in these simulations 
produce two small extra bars on the left and right ends of the distribution. The inset (top center) 
shows fi ve planes in the NaCl structure of PbTe with the 18 neighbors on the Te sublattice 
highlighted. The N  = 6 sites apparently producing signifi cant  125 Te chemical shift effects are 
marked by fi lled black circles. c) Calculated  125 Te isotropic chemical shifts in ppm with respect 
to the least perturbed tellurium atom (shielding given in brackets) in PbTe doped with a single 
sulfur atom, in a PbTe 0.98 S 0.02 unit cell optimized in P4/mmm symmetry with calculated lattice 
parameters of 13.11 Å  × 13.11 Å  × 26.22 Å. The tellurium atoms are shown as small balls, lead 
atoms as crosses, and sulfur atoms as large balls. 
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using  N  = 6 in  Equation (1) , which provide good fi ts of the 
measured spectra up to  x  = 0.16. 
 In order to provide a convincing confi rmation of the hypoth-
esis regarding the differential effect of different Te-Pb-S 
geometries,  125 Te NMR chemical shifts were calculated using 
density functional theory (DFT) for 64-atom and 128-atom unit 
cells of PbTe in which a single tellurium atom was substituted 
by sulfur (for technical details see the Supporting Information). 
Such ab initio DFT calculations can provide unique insights 
into the effects of dopants on  125 Te chemical shifts. A single S 
atom collinearly bonded to tellurium ( 125 Te-Pb-S) shows a shift 
of  − 147 ppm, and two sulfur impurities in a collinear S-Pb-
 125 Te-Pb-S arrangement cause a shift of  − 276 ppm (see Figure  4 
and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). These predicted 
 125 Te chemical shifts are in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental data. When the S-Pb bond is perpendicular to the Pb-Te 
bond, the calculated shift is of smaller magnitude and opposite 
sign, even though this arrangement places S closest to the tel-
lurium atom. Therefore, both calculated and experimental data 
identify a collinear  125 Te-Pb-S motif as producing the observed 
large negative change of about  − 140 ppm in the  125 Te chemical 
shift. 
 For solid-solution samples of PbTe–PbS 30 and 50%, the 
maxima in the bar graphs simulated based on  Equation (1) 
are to the right of the maxima in the experimentally observed 
spectra, see Figure  4 b. This could mean that the PbTe-rich 
phase observed here contains less sulfur than the nominal com-
position; simulations with  x  Te-rich  = 0.26 and 0.45 for nominal 
 x  = 0.3 and 0.5, respectively, are shown in  Figure  5 a,b. 
 Good fi ts were also obtained for a model that approximates 
the results of the spinodal decomposition expected in this con-
centration region. This is consistent with the onset of spinodal 
decomposition deduced in the quenched  x  = 0.5 sample from 
detailed analysis of scattering data. [ 40 ] Spinodal decomposition 
produces a periodic modulation of the composition in space. 
This results in a distribution of local compositions, but the 
main contributions are from the minimum and maximum 
values of  x . Therefore, we simulated the spectrum as resulting 
from two local environments of equal volume and composi-
tions  x  +  Δ x and  x –  Δ x .
 
PSp(n) = 1/2
[
Px+ x,6(n) (1−(x +x)) /(1 − x)
+ Px−x,6(n)(1−(x −x))/ (1−x)
]
 (2) 
where each component is weighted with its  125 Te NMR signal 
fraction, which is the fraction of Te, (1–( x ± Δ x )). Fits based on 
this model are shown in Figure  5 c and d. The shift in the max-
imum of P Sp ( n ) to the left is due to the larger Te signal of the 
Te-rich component, which has its maximum at lower  n (due to 
less S). The width of P Sp ( n ) is larger since two unequal distribu-
tions are added together; this improves the quality of the fi t for 
the nominal 30 and 50% compositions. 
 The analysis provides clear evidence of incipient spinodal 
decomposition, increasing towards the center of the misci-
bility gap. The best fi ts give an indication of the amplitude 
2 Δ x to the composition difference between the Te-rich and 
Te-poor regions, but with signifi cant uncertainties, not least 
because of the over-simplifi cations inherent in the two-com-
ponent model used. Indeed, these samples exist as macro-
scale “solid solutions” with a largely homogeneous medium 
as evidenced by PXRD. However, by  125 Te NMR (and IR 
refl ectivity below), we show that nascent spinodal decomposi-
tion is present in these samples, likely as minute regions that 
are slightly off-stoichiometry relative to the nominal concen-
trations of PbTe and PbS. 
 2.3.  125 Te NMR of Phase-Separated PbTe–PbS 
 Figure 6 compares the  125 Te NMR spectra for solid-solution 
PbTe–PbS in the left column (panels a–e) with corresponding 
spectra for annealed samples to the right (panels f–j). For small 
sulfur content ( x ≤ 0.08), annealing changes the spectra only 
slightly. However, for  x  > 0.16, the  125 Te spectra of the annealed 
samples exhibit a pattern similar to that of 
the quenched material with  x  = 0.08; the best 
fi t value is  x  = 0.065. Since most Te is found 
in the Te-rich phase, the dominant signals in 
the  125 Te spectra are from this component. 
Thus, our spectra show that after annealing 
the PbTe-rich phase contains 7  ± 1% S, in 
good agreement with the lever rule applied 
to the phase diagram (Figure  1 a). This shows 
that the assumption of Lin et al. [ 40 ] that the 
PbTe-rich phase is pure PbTe is not justifi ed; 
apparently, analysis of the pair correlation 
function cannot detect substitution of Te by S 
at the 7% level in a multiphase material. 
 This composition, and even more directly 
the relatively minor spectral change upon 
annealing for  x  = 0.08, means that in the 
annealed  x  = 0.08 sample studied here only 
a small fraction of sulfur ( Δ x  =  − 0.01  ± 0.015) 
may have precipitated to form micrometer- 
or nanometer-scale inclusions of PbS (1  ± 
1 atom% of PbS). This is consistent with the 
 Figure  5 .  125 Te NMR spectra of quenched PbTe 1− x  S  x  for  x  = 0.3 and 0.5 compared with bar 
graphs from models assuming incipient phase separation. a,b): Model assuming segregation 
of nearly pure PbS, with negligible  125 Te NMR signal. c,d): Two-component model approxi-
mating spinodal decomposition. We fi nd that the model presented in (c,d) provides a more 
accurate approximation of the composition, assuming that the early onset of spinodal decom-
position has produced regions of inhomogeneous PbTe 1− x  S  x  alloying throughout the matrix. 
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transformations may result in a sample with 
increased S substitution by Te. Incomplete 
phase separation of the annealed  x  = 0.16 
material was also found by Lin et al. [ 40 ] 
 2.4. Te in the PbS-Rich Phase 
 Although the PbS phase is the minority phase 
in the samples studied here, it is interesting 
to examine its composition to determine Te 
incorporation; we refer to this as the PbS-
rich phase. The amount of Te in the PbS-rich 
phase is small. Nevertheless, this dispersed 
tellurium is detectable as a small sharp peak 
in the  125 Te spectrum for  x  = 0.5 in Figure  6 j 
at  ≈ − 2550 ppm, quite close to the position 
expected for n  = 6 (i.e., near  − 1840 ppm  + 
6 ( − 140 ppm)  =  − 2680 ppm). Its area corre-
sponds to  f d  = 2% of the total intensity. On 
this basis (see the Supporting Information for 
detailed calculations), we can conclude that 
the PbS-rich phase contains about 2% PbTe, 
which is in good agreement with the phase 
diagram (Figure  1 a) at the annealing temper-
ature of 500  ° C. In  207 Pb NMR (not shown), 
attempts to resolve signals of Pb bonded to 
different numbers of S atoms, or just of the 
PbS-rich phase, were not successful, due 
to line broadening that is larger than the 
 ≈ 600−ppm chemical shift difference between 
PbTe and PbS. The line widths probably 
resulted from a range of Knight shifts (which 
refl ect the local charge carrier concentration); 
due to a difference in the strength of the 
hyperfi ne couplings, the  207 Pb Knight shifts 
in PbTe are about 25 times larger (in ppm) 
than those of  125 Te. [ 41 ] 
 2.5. Infrared Refl ectivity of PbTe–PbS 
 We conducted infrared (IR) refl ectivity studies of solid-solution 
and phase-separated PbTe–PbS 8 and 30% samples at room 
temperature in order to better understand the chemical struc-
ture in light of the NMR results. Through excitations of optical 
and phonon modes, IR refl ectivity can give us useful informa-
tion regarding the sample composition: the as-obtained spectra 
and calculated fi ttings may provide information determining 
if the material is single or multiphase, the chemical composi-
tion of the phases, as well as phonon modes resulting from the 
chemical structure. 
 The IR refl ectivity spectra of the PbTe–PbS samples dis-
played in  Figure  7 a show increased refl ectivity values  ≈ 90% 
in the low frequency range, and refl ectivity minima in the fre-
quency range  ≈ 200–500 cm  − 1 . For all the studied compositions 
the refl ectivity spectra show features in the frequency range 
 ≈ 100–160 cm  − 1 . These features are associated with transverse 
X-ray data, which show no peaks of PbS but only a peak shift in 
2 θ by 0.08 ° , [ 23 ] which appears to correspond to a sulfur content 
reduced by  Δ x  =  − 0.02 to  − 0.03 (i.e., 2 to 3%) in the PbTe-rich 
phase. 
 Our data are internally consistent with the following model, 
which in particular explains why the annealed  x  = 0.16 sample 
shows a higher S content in the PbTe-rich phase than the other 
annealed samples. Namely, after annealing at 500  ° C for 72 h, 
 x  = 0.0(70  ± 15) is the stable composition, which is quickly 
reached from within the region of spontaneous decomposi-
tion inside the spinodal curve (for the  x  = 0.3 and  x  = 0.5 sam-
ples). For  x  = 0.16, which is in the intermediate region between 
nucleation-and-growth and spinodal decomposition,  x  = 0.12 is 
observed as the average composition of the PbTe-rich compo-
nent of our sample. Interestingly, this is also the sample com-
position that has been observed to have the largest S alloying 
in PbTe for our p-type Na doped PbTe–PbS system. [ 24 ] We 
believe that the phase separation at the boundary of the two 
 Figure  6 .  125 Te NMR spectra of a–e) quenched and f–j) annealed PbTe–PbS with compositions: 
4, 8, 16, 30, and 50% PbS. The inset in (j) shows the sharp peak of Te in PbS near  − 2550 ppm 
with 10-fold vertical expansion. While the total area decreases with decreasing tellurium frac-
tion, proportional to (1– x ), in the fi gure the spectra have been scaled to equal area. 
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 The experimentally obtained refl ectivity spectra were fi tted 
considering phonons and plasmon contributions to the com-
plex dielectric function:
 
ε (ω) = ε∞
∏
j
ω 2LO,j − ω 2− iγ LO, jω
ω 2TO,j −ω 2 − iγ TO,jω
+
ε∞ · (ω 2P − i (γP − γo )ω)
− ω 2 − iγoω  (3) 
where  ε  ∞  is the optical-frequency dielectric constant. The fi rst 
term of  Equation (3) corresponds to the phonon contribution 
with  ω  TO ,j  and  ω  LO ,j  being the TO and LO phonon frequencies 
and  γ  TO ,j  and  γ  LO ,j  the phonon damping constants respectively. 
optical (TO) phonon modes associated with Pb-Te and Pb-S 
vibrations, and are observed in the Kramers-Kronig obtained 
Im( ε ) spectra of Figure  7 b. The Im( ε ) spectra display increased 
values in the low frequency range denoting free carrier effects 
which are associated with the refl ectivity minima and are 
expected to occur since our samples exhibit n-type conduc-
tion. For the PbS 8% solid-solution, the phonon contribution 
is screened by the strong free carrier effects, which is associ-
ated with a weak feature in the respective Im( ε ) spectrum in 
the region of  ≈ 155 cm  − 1 . For the two phase-separated samples 
containing 8%PbS and 30%PbS there are two clear peaks in 
the Im( ε ) spectra located at  ≈ 100 and  ≈ 150 cm  − 1 , while for the 
PbS 30% solid solution there is a strong peak at  ≈ 150 cm  − 1 
and a weaker structure in the frequency range  ≈ 120–130 cm  − 1 
(Figure  7 b). 
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 Figure  7 .  IR refl ectivity of solid-solution and phase-separated PbTe–PbS 8% and PbTe–PbS 30% compositions. a) Experimental IR refl ectivity spectra 
(open circles) and best fi t calculated (solid lines)–spectra are shifted vertically 30% for clarity– and b) Kramers-Kronig obtained Im( ε ) spectra (open 
circles) and the best fi t calculated (solid lines) of PbTe–PbS 8% and PbTe–PbS 30% compositions. SS stands for the solid solutions and PS stands for 
the phase-separated samples. c) Best fi t calculated TO phonons contribution to the Im( ε ) spectra of the PbTe–PbS studied compositions. The increased 
values of the Im( ε phonons ) spectra in the low frequency range are attributed to the  ≈ 32 cm  − 1 TO phonon mode used in  Equation (3) for all the studied 
samples (for details see text). Symbols refer to the phonon frequencies of the different phases with the latter determined by NMR; () PbTe 0.02 S 0.98 , ( ∗ ) 
PbTe 0.93 S 0.07 , (  ) PbTe 0.6 S 0.4 , and ( ♦ ) PbTe 0.8 S 0.2 . d) Solid lines are the interpolation lines showing the concentration dependence of the optical mode 
frequencies (TO-LO pairs) of PbTe 1− x  S  x  mixed crystals. [ 42 ] Symbols stand for the analyzed TO frequencies of the PbTe–PbS 8% and 30% compositions, 
solid solutions and phase-separated, with the  x values deduced from the NMR results. 
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 The analyzed TO phonon frequencies of the solid solution 
PbTe–PbS materials together with the NMR–obtained alloy 
compositions are presented in Figure  7 d. As can be seen, there 
is a fairly good agreement between our experimental NMR 
results and the interpolation lines of Miljkovicˇ et al. [ 42 ] For the 
PbTe–PbS 8% solid solution, the  ≈ 32 − 155 cm  − 1 TO modes are 
attributed to a nearly ideal PbTe 0.92 S 0.08 crystal. For the PbS 
30% solid solution, we fi nd the existence of an additional TO 
phonon mode of  ≈ 32 − 124 cm  − 1 in addition to the  ≈ 32–151 cm  − 1 
mode, which correspond to NMR–obtained compositions of 
PbTe 0.6 S 0.4 and PbTe 0.8 S 0.2 , respectively, Figure  7 d. For the two 
phase-separated samples PbS 8% and 30%, the NMR results 
yielded PbTe 0.93 S 0.07 and PbTe 0.02 S 0.98 for the compositions of the 
two phases which have their TO frequencies at  ≈ 32–159 cm  − 1 
and  ≈ 32–100 cm  − 1 , respectively. The IR refl ectivity results 
closely agree with the NMR results and confi rm that an ideal 
solid solution is obtained only for the quenched PbTe–PbS 8% 
sample, while two-phase behavior is observed for the quenched 
PbTe–PbS 30% sample. 
 3. Conclusions 
 For PbTe 1− x  S  x  with  x  = 0.08 and 0.3, thermally induced pre-
cipitation of large regions of PbS in a matrix of PbTe is initiated 
between 175 and 200  ° C, adhering to previous reports of the 
nucleation of PbS in PbTe. [ 23 ] Magic-angle-spinning  125 Te NMR 
spectra of PbTe–PbS exhibit a series of peaks that enable deter-
mination of the composition of quenched and annealed sam-
ples with higher accuracy ( ± 1% at low  x ) than available from 
the phase diagram, both for the Te-rich and Te-poor phases. On 
the other hand, minor amounts ( < 2%) of inclusions that can be 
important for transport properties may escape NMR detection. 
Incomplete phase separation by nucleation and growth, due to 
insuffi cient annealing time, has been detected by NMR for  x 
 = 0.16. An unexpected difference between the effects of linear 
and of  angled Te-Pb-S confi gurations on  125 Te NMR chemical 
shifts was substantiated by DFT simulations. NMR analysis 
complemented previous investigations by X-ray scattering and 
electron-beam methods, which showed PbS segregation by 
annealing, but could not easily quantify the amount of the seg-
regated components. 
 We have shown that PbTe–PbS thermoelectric materials 
may reversibly generate solid-solution alloys and phase-
separated materials depending on the temperature of 
annealing. However, nearly ideal solid solutions for PbTe–PbS 
can be obtained by quenching only within the nucleation and 
growth composition space (i.e.,  <  ≈ 12% PbS). It is essential to 
note that the as-quenched samples of PbTe–PbS 30% appear 
as alloys by synchrotron PXRD from their agreement with 
Vegard’s law, but the local probe nature of NMR and IR spec-
troscopy reveals that they are actually phase inhomogeneous. 
This is an indication of nascent spinodal decomposition that 
will result in nanostructures, as has been observed previously 
in samples of the same composition. [ 34 ] There are a number 
of so-called solid solution PbTe-based thermoelectric materials 
that have recently been reported with adherence to Vegard’s 
law from PXRD but also exhibit low lattice thermal conduc-
tivities. [ 48–50 ] Our fi ndings highlight the importance of careful 
The second term in  Equation (3) is the free-carrier term which 
yields the plasmon contribution with frequency  ω P and a fre-
quency dependent damping constant  γ ( ω ), usually referred to as 
double damped Drude model or extended Drude model. [ 43 ] Using 
this model, we calculated the refl ectivity spectra and Kramers-
Kronig obtained Im( ε ) shown as solid lines in Figure  7 a,b, 
which are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. 
 In general, the longitudinal optical (LO) vibrational frequen-
cies are the roots of the complex dielectric function  ε ( ω ). In the 
case of composite materials, i.e., materials having more than 
one phases, the dielectric function depends on the constituents’ 
volume fraction. [ 44 ] Dealing with composite materials, the LO 
modes obtained by  Equation (3) are not the pure LO modes of 
the different components, but their position is a function of the 
volume fraction. On the other hand, the TO phonon frequen-
cies are independent of the volume fraction. [ 45 ] This means 
that, even if the material is a composite, the TO modes as 
obtained by  Equation (3) are the pure TO phonon modes of the 
different components in the composite. Since our intention is 
to attribute the phonon vibrational frequencies to specifi c com-
positions in the PbTe–PbS studied materials, our discussion 
on the IR refl ectivity results is limited only to the analyzed TO 
phonon modes of  Equation (3) . 
Figure  7 c displays the contribution of the TO phonon modes 
of the studied compositions to the imaginary part of the com-
plex dielectric function. For the analysis of all the studied 
compositions a TO mode at  ≈ 32 cm  − 1 , though outside our 
experimental range, was used. The PbTe 1− x  S x system shows 
a “two-mode” behavior on the basis of the Random Element 
Isodisplacement (REI) model which treats the optical phonons 
of mixed crystals. [ 42 , 46 ] For PbTe the infrared frequencies 
are  ω TO  = 32 cm  − 1 and  ω LO  = 104 cm  − 1 while for the PbS the 
respective frequencies are located at 66 and 216 cm  − 1 . Miljkovicˇ 
et al. studied the optical properties of PbTe 1− x  S x mixed crystals 
for  x  = 0.02 and  x  = 0.05 and by linear interpolation of their 
experimental frequencies determined a simplistic optical mode 
behavior of PbTe 1− x  S  x  mixed crystals with 0 ≤  x ≤ 1 and their 
results are displayed as solid lines in Figure  7 d. [ 42 ] The optical 
behavior of the system actually coincides with the class A mode 
behavior of mixed crystals as determined by the notation of 
Genzel et al. [ 47 ] 
 Our experimental results of the solid-solution materials, 
the PbTe–PbS 8% solid solution exhibits two TO modes at  ≈ 32 
and  ≈ 155 cm  − 1 (see Figure  7 c) which confi rms that this sample 
is a solid solution showing normal “two-mode” behavior. For 
PbTe–PbS 30%, we would expect two observed modes from 
the simple REI model: one at  ≈ 32 cm  − 1 (which is outside 
our experimental region) and another  ≈ 130 cm  − 1 . However, 
modes are observed at  ≈ 150 and  ≈ 120 cm  − 1 (Figure  7 c). These 
two TO modes may be attributed to different phases present 
in the sample, each of which having also a low frequency TO 
mode at  ≈ 32 cm  − 1 , suggesting the presence of two phases 
within the solid-solution PbTe–PbS 30% sample, in agree-
ment with NMR fi ndings. For the two phase-separated PbTe–
PbS 8% and 30% samples, the analyzed TO phonon modes 
of Figure  7 c were found at nearly the same frequency con-
fi rming the NMR results for the existence of two phases with 
approximately the same composition in these phase-separated 
materials. 
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narrowed the lines signifi cantly. The  π /2 pulse length was 2.5  μ s. Signals 
were detected after a Hahn echo generated by a  π /2– t r – π − t r two-pulse 
sequence, where  t r denotes a rotation period. Measuring times generally 
ranged between 15 and 24 h per spectrum, except for spectra to detect 
Te dispersed in PbTe, which required 2.5 days. In order to minimize 
distortion of relative peak intensities by the pulse excitation bandwidth, 
spectra with peaks separated by more than 90 kHz were measured as 
composites, with carrier frequencies separated by 50 kHz.  125 Te NMR 
chemical shifts were referenced to Te(OH) 6 in solution, using solid TeO 2 
at  + 750 ppm as a secondary reference. The longitudinal (T 1 ) relaxation 
times of the observed peaks were similar, between 1.5 and 2.5 s; the 
peak near the PbTe resonance position had a slightly longer T 1 than the 
other signals in both annealed and low-x quenched samples. The spectra 
shown were recorded with recycle delays of 3 or 10 s.  207 Pb NMR spectra 
were also measured but did not exhibit resolved peaks that provided 
interesting information. 
 Density Functional Theory (DFT) Calculations of Chemical Shifts : All 
geometry optimizations and NMR chemical shift calculations were 
performed using plane wave density functional theory (DFT) employing 
a Perdew–Burke–Ernzehof (PBE) functional and pseudopotentials 
generated on-the-fl y, using CASTEP and CASTEP NMR programs 
(Accelrys Software Inc.). [ 53 ] An energy cutoff of 550 eV was used along 
with the exact representation of the electron density. We studied two 
sizes of PbTe unit cells with a single Te atom substituted by a S atom. The 
smaller, 64-atom unit cell of PbTe 0.97 S 0.03 adopts Pm ¯3 m symmetry and 
was done on a Mokhorst-Pack grid of 7  × 7  × 7  k -points. The larger, 128-
atom unit cell of PbTe 0.98 S 0.02 was studied in P4/mmm symmetry and on 
a Mokhorst-Pack grid of 8  × 8  × 4  k -points. Geometry optimizations were 
conducted with the following criteria: convergence of 5  × 10  − 6 eV/atom 
energy, maximum force of 0.01 eV/Å, maximum stress of 0.02 GPa, and 
maximum displacement of 5  × 10  − 4 Å. The results were visualized using 
Materials Studio (Accelrys Software Inc.). [ 53 ] 
 Supporting Information 
 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author. 
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chemical and microstructural analysis of thermoelectric mate-
rials; simple powder X-ray diffraction analysis is not suffi cient 
at describing whether a material is truly a solid solution or 
nanostructured. 
 4. Experimental Section 
 Synthesis : Samples of PbTe–PbS 4, 8, 16, 30, and 50% were 
synthesized using PbTe and PbS starting materials prepared using high-
purity starting elements (Pb 99.99% American Elements, Te 99.999% 
and S 99.99% 5N Plus) by fi rst reacting stoichiometric amounts to create 
PbTe and PbS starting materials. These starting materials were reground 
and reacted in the concentrations mentioned. All reactions were fl ame 
sealed in fused silica ampoules at a residual vacuum of  ≈ 10  − 4 Torr and 
heated to 1100  ° C in a box furnace. Samples were inverted several times 
in the liquid state and quenched in water to room temperature. Selected 
samples were then post-annealed for 72 h at 500  ° C to assure adequate 
phase separation for comparison with the rapidly quenched samples. 
 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) : Scanning electron microscopy 
was performed on fi nely-polished samples using a FEI Helios Nanolab 
focused ion beam (FIB)/SEM. Imaging using the electron beam was 
accomplished at 5 kV voltage with a 98 pA current, while milling using the 
ion beam was accomplished at 30 kV voltage with 2.8 nA current. Areas 
of the sample were bombarded with Ga  +  ions, resulting in preferential 
etching of the sample along grain boundaries and differing phases. The 
resulting image provides a clearer representation of the microstructure, 
with minimized appearance of surface defects and scratches. 
 High-Resolution Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD) : The samples were 
hand ground using a mortar and pestle and passed through a 60  μ m steel 
mesh sieve. The resulting fi ne powders with grain size ≤60  μ m were packed 
into 0.3 mm quartz capillaries and evacuated to a residual vacuum of  ≈ 10  − 4 
Torr and fl ame-sealed using a high temperature torch. The capillaries were 
placed in a double-tilt goniometer in transmission geometry (Debye–
Scherrer method) and rotated at 500 rpm. High-resolution X-ray diffraction 
was performed by synchrotron radiation at Argonne National Laboratory on 
the Advanced Photon Source (APS), beamline 11-BM using a 12-analyzer 
Si detector and calibrated radiation wavelength of 0.412455 Å. [ 51,52 ] A 
calibrated hot air blower (operational temperature room temperature to 
1000  ° C accurate to  ± 5 ° ) was situated approximately 5 mm below the 
spinning capillary. The small capillary diameter assured an even thermal 
profi le and minimization of X-ray absorption. Rietveld refi nements were 
performed using the GSAS program. 
 Infrared Refl ectivity (IR) : Infrared (IR) refl ectivity measurements were 
performed on fi nely-polished PbTe–PbS samples using a Bruker 113 V FTIR 
spectrometer with a resolution of about 2 cm  − 1 , at nearly normal incidence, 
in the 90–1000 cm  − 1 spectral region, at room temperature. The refl ection 
coeffi cient was determined by a typical sample-in-sample-out method with 
a mirror as the reference. In nearly normal incidence, the refl ectivity is 
related to the complex dielectric function  ε ( ω ) by the relation:
 
R(ω) =
(√
ε(ω) − 1√
ε (ω ) + 1
)2
 
 (4) 
 The experimental refl ectivity spectra  R ( ω ) were analyzed by the 
Kramers-Kronig (KK) transformation technique to obtain the phase angle 
between refl ected and incident wave. The calculated spectrum of phase 
angle  θ ( ω ) was used with that of R( ω ) to subsequently compute the real 
and imaginary parts of the complex dielectric function  ε ( ω ). The peaks 
of the resulting Im( ε ) spectra are associated with the frequencies of the 
transverse (TO) modes. 
 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) :  125 Te nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR) experiments were performed at 126 MHz using a Bruker Biospin 
(Billerica, MA) DSX-400 spectrometer (magnetic fi eld of 9.39 T). The 
coarsely powdered samples were packed into 2.5-mm zirconia rotors and 
rotated at 22 kHz in a magic-angle-spinning probe head (Bruker), which 
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